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a b s t r a c t
Current high-resolution HLA typing technologies frequently produce ambiguous results that mandate
extended testing prior to reporting. Through multiplex sequencing of individual amplicons from many
individuals at multiple loci, next generation sequencing (NGS) promises to eliminate heterozygote ambiguities and extend the breadth of genetic data acquired with little additional effort. We report here on
assessment of a novel NGS HLA genotyping system for resequencing exons 2 and 3 of DRB1/B3/B4/B5,
DQA1 and DQB1 and exon 2 of DPA1 and DPB1 on the MiSeq platform. In a cohort of 2605 hematopoietic
cell transplant recipients and donors, NGS achieved 99.6% accuracy for DRB1 allele assignments and
99.5% for DQB1, compared to legacy genotypes generated pretransplant. NGS provided at least single
4-digit allele resolution for 97% of genotypes at DRB1 and 100% at DQB1. Overall, NGS typing identiﬁed
166 class II alleles, including 9 novel sequences with greater than 99% accuracy for DRB1 and DQB1
genotypes and elimination of diploid ambiguities through in-phase sequencing demonstrated the robust
reliability of the NGS HLA genotyping reagents and analysis software employed in this study.
Ó 2014 American Society for Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction
The human leukocyte antigen complex (HLA) comprises a 4 Mb
region on chromosome 6p21.3 with many genes involved in
immune function. The HLA class I and class II genes encode molecules that bind a vast array of endogenous and foreign peptide
fragments for presentation to T lymphocytes and, thus, play fundamental roles in the body’s recognition of self and non-self, defense
against infectious disease, susceptibility to autoimmune disease,
and in the induction of alloimmune responses in the context of
transfusion and transplantation. Molecular typing has revealed
an extraordinary level of variation among HLA-A, -B, -C, DR, DQ
and DP genes, with extensive sharing of polymorphic sequence
cassettes between HLA alleles. Without separating the alleles in
heterozygous individuals, the inability to assign the cis–trans
phase of polymorphisms frequently generates ambiguous typing
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results. Laboratories that require high resolution typing for selecting donors for hematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT) have
developed complex, time-consuming and expensive strategies for
separating the HLA alleles in heterozygous specimens [1–5].
Another challenge has been the identiﬁcation of alleles with polymorphism outside of the antigen recognition site (ARS), encoded
by exon 2 in HLA-class II genes. Current genotyping strategies in
clinical laboratories focus largely on polymorphism within the
HLA ARS which plays a critical function in T cell mediated adaptive
immunity [4,6].
Next generation sequencing (NGS) technology minimizes
challenges inherent in current HLA typing technologies [7,8]. NGS
produces fully phased HLA typing in a single pass by parallel
sequencing of individual DNA transcripts, eliminating heterozygote phase ambiguity within a region targeted for ampliﬁcation,
and simplifying data analysis. NGS also accommodates multiplexing of specimens and simultaneous analysis of multiple genes,
including regions outside the ARS, at little additional cost. The
NGS system evaluated in this study involved sequencing of locus
speciﬁc PCR amplicons using the MiSeq platform (Illumina, San
Diego, CA). The system included software for extracting the HLA
genotypes of individual samples from the multiplexed raw NGS
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data from exons 2 and 3 of DRB1, DRB3, DRB4, DRB5, DQA1, and
DQB1 and exon 2 of DPA1 and DPB1. This approach was tested
on a cohort of 2605 HCT donors and recipients for whom legacy
DRB1 and DQB1 data were available.
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controls. Subsequent sample handling for PCR set up was
performed with a robot (Biomek, Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA).

2.3. NGS-based HLA typing system
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study population
The study population comprised 2605 HCT patients and donors
transplanted at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center and
the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance between 1992 and 2004 [9]. The
cohort included 486 HLA identical sibling pairs, 111 HLA mismatched related pairs, 502 unrelated donor-recipient pairs, and
407 recipient and donor singletons. Patients were self-described
as Caucasian (86%) and ‘‘other’’, including African Americans,
Asians, Hispanics and Native Americans. All recipient and donor
samples were collected before HCT according to Institutional
Review Board approved human subjects research protocols.
2.2. DNA specimens
Genomic DNA, at a target concentration of 60 ng/ll, was distributed into 384 well plates together with 83 ‘‘no DNA’’ negative

Genotyping was carried out using reagents and software
obtained from Scisco Genetics Inc. (Seattle, WA http://www.sciscogenetics.com/services/integrated-genotyping-system/).
Eleven
locus speciﬁc primer pairs were used for initial PCR ampliﬁcation
of exons 2 and 3 from DQA1, DQB1, DRB1, DRB3, DRB4 and DRB5
and exon 2 from DPA1 and DPB1, including four primer pairs speciﬁc for DRB genes, 3 for DQB genes, 2 for DQA, and 1 each for DPA
and DPB genes (Fig. 1). Initial PCR used 2 ll of the 60 ng/ll
archived DNA for a nominal quantity of 120 ng per ampliﬁcation.
All PCR amplicons of individual samples were pooled, puriﬁed
through Exonuclease I and Alkaline Phosphatase treatment, combined with adaptor sequences, and tagged with unique index
sequences [10], in a separate PCR reaction (adaptor and index
sequences are provided in Supplementary Table S1 NGS approach).
Subsequently, all the samples in a 384 well plate batch, each
uniquely identiﬁed or barcoded, were pooled and multiplex
sequencing was carried out using the MiSeq Sequencing System
(Illumina, San Diego, CA).

Fig. 1. Ampliﬁcation strategy for NGS HLA class II typing. PCR primer locations are indicated by arrows ﬂanking exon 2 of DPA1 and exons 2 and 3 of DPB1, DQA1, DQB1, DRB1
and DRB3/4/5. All primers lie within the ﬂanking intron sequence with the exception of HLA-DPB1 exon 2 forward which overlaps by 1 base with the exon sequence. Although
only DPB1 exon 2 was typed by NGS in this study, primers for DPB1 exon 3 are now available, as indicated above.
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The analysis software compiled the MiSeq paired end read data
for each barcoded sample and compared the sequences with
‘‘.fasta’’ data from the IMGT HLA database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/
ipd/imgt/hla/download.htm) to identify the most likely allele
match. Statistics for the likelihood of each allele match include
(1) the number of paired ends with a perfect match; (2) the
number of paired ends with a single mismatch; (3) the number
of unique pairs for a given type; (4) the number of positions with
>30% mismatching; (5) consistency between independently
derived exon data; and (6) aggregate quality values of base
calls at each position. Phase between exons was determined by
coincidence with established databases.
The HLA analysis software is a Java application and can be run as
a standalone analysis program or as a component of the Genetics
Management System (GeMS) a platform designed to support
workﬂow management, data analysis, and record keeping. GeMS
(http://www.sciscogenetics.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/IGSﬂyer.pdf) consists of a desktop application deployed in either a 2-tier
client–server conﬁguration or as a stand-alone application with an
embedded database. The application is written in Java and based
on the Eclipse RCP application framework. The desktop portion of
GeMS is pure Java and can be run on Windows, Mac, or Linux
desktop or laptop computers. When run in the client–server conﬁguration, a platform speciﬁc PostgreSQL database is used.
The DQA1, DQB1 and DRB1/3/4/5 genotypes identiﬁed by NGS
were reported as single alleles or allele groups with polymorphism
outside of exons 2 and 3 (indicated with à in tables and text). DPA1
and DPB1 results not discriminated to single alleles were reported
with the ‘‘G’’ designations for groups that differ outside of exon 2
[11] (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/imgt/hla/ambig.html).
NGS HLA genotyping and data analysis was carried out in a
blinded fashion with no knowledge of Legacy typing results or
the relationship between specimens. Allele assignments were
reported without review of results from the other class II loci or
reference to known allele frequencies.

DQB1 alleles known at the time of the typing. Legacy genotypes
were designated at the four digit level and alleles with silent or
synonymous nucleotide substitutions in exon 2 were not captured
in the Legacy data. For example, DRB1⁄11:01:01 and DRB1⁄11:
01:02, reported in legacy as DRB1⁄11:01, differ by a silent
nucleotide substitution at codon 90 where both ACA (⁄11:01:01)
and ACG (⁄11:01:02) code for threonine.
2.5. Discrepancy resolution
Discordant results between NGS and legacy were resolved by
reviewing the original typing records and the NGS raw data. NGS
allele assignments were compared in related donor and recipient
samples. Four specimens, with previously unknown DQB1
sequences, were analyzed by traditional Sanger sequencing
(AlleleSEQR, Celera, Alameda, CA) with Assign software (Conexio,
Freemantle, Au).
3. Results
NGS HLA allele assignments for DRB1 and DQB1 were compared
with the legacy four digit allele assignments, while DQA1
genotypes were reviewed in the context of common, expected
DRB1–DQA1–DQB1 associations (Ref. [25], Begovich et al.). 430
specimens (17%) with a discordant allele assignment were ﬂagged
for review. Of those, 316 discordant DRB1 (n = 106) or DQB1 alleles
(n = 210) involved exon 3 polymorphism not assessed by Legacy
typing. Thirteen specimens were excluded from analysis because
of sample identity issues and NGS results of nine specimens were
excluded due to pipetting errors during the manual transfer of
the archived DNA to the 384 well plates used in NGS procedures.
Among the remaining 2583 specimens, a minority had too few
sequence reads to allow allele assignments at one or more loci.
Nevertheless, NGS allele assignments were available for 2523
specimens (98%) at DRB1, 2443 (95%) at DQB1, 2498 (97%) at
DQA1, 2527 (98%) at DPA1 and 2533 (98%) at DPB1, and across all
loci including DRB3, DRB4 and DRB5 for over 90% of the specimens.
Legacy typing was discordant for 112 allele assignments at
DRB1 (Table 1), of which 6 (0.12%) involved exon 2 polymorphism:
2 discordant DRB1⁄15 alleles, 2 discordant DRB1⁄11 alleles, and
one each of DRB1⁄04 and DRB1⁄03 alleles. The other 106 discordant assignments involved exon 3 polymorphism, with Legacy

2.4. Legacy typing
The original HLA results generated for the study cohort used
technologies such as SSOP, SSP and SBT that evolved from 1992
through 2004 [12–14]. Reagents in early assays were designed to
detect the limited exon 2 polymorphism that deﬁned DRB1 and
Table 1
Legacy DRB1 and DQB1 discordant data.
DRB1 Legacy
⁄

+

04:08
11:02+
⁄
03:01+
⁄
11:01+
⁄
15:01#
⁄
15XX#
⁄
14:01^
⁄

Subtotal

DRB1 NGS
⁄

04:04
11:03
⁄
03:15
⁄
11:39
⁄
15:22
⁄
15:27
⁄
14:54^
⁄

Exon
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

N#

DQB1 Legacy

1
1
1
1
1
1
106

⁄

06:04
03:01/⁄03:02+
⁄
03:01+
DQ7
⁄
03:02+
⁄
03:05+
⁄
06:02+
⁄
06:02+
⁄
02+
⁄
06XX#
⁄
03:01+
⁄
02:01+
⁄
03:01+, ⁄04:02+, ⁄05:01+

112 (2.2%)

Subtotal

+

⁄

DQB1 NGS

Exon

N+

⁄

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3

9
5
3
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
22
183
5

06:09
03:04
⁄
03:02
⁄
03:02
⁄
03:01
⁄
03:02
⁄
06:10
⁄
06:11
⁄
02new
⁄
06:17
⁄
03:19^
⁄
02:02^
⁄
03n, 04n, 05n
⁄

Exon indicates where the discordant alleles differ, exon 2 versus exon 3.
N1, Number of discordant DRB1 alleles among a total of 5046 DRB1 assignments.
N2, Number of discordant DQB1 alleles among a total of 4886 DQB1 assignments.
#
Clinical reports included comments describing identiﬁcation of a previously unknown allele sequence (DRB1 = 2; DQB1 = 1).
+
Legacy typing discordant by PCR-SSOP technology (DRB1 = 4; DQB1 = 24).
^
Alleles differ in exon 3, not analyzed by Legacy typing (DRB1 = 106; DQB1 = 210).
n
New DQB1 allele sequence with polymorphism in exon 3, not analyzed by Legacy typing.

238 (4.9%)
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typing of DRB1⁄14:01 versus DRB1⁄14:54:01 by NGS. Only seven of
DRB1⁄14:01 in the Legacy data were conﬁrmed by NGS as
DRB1⁄14:01:01.
NGS typing at DRB1 was discordant for 21 of 5046 (0.4%) allele
assignments, all of which resulted in false homozygosity (Table 2).
In one case, DRB1⁄14:08 was not reported due to a ‘‘rule set’’ error
in the HLA allele calling script. Twenty specimens with low
sequence read numbers gave concordant assignments for one
allele but failed to assign a second speciﬁcity. DRB1⁄07:01 was
missed in 17 of 651 (2.6%) DRB1⁄07:01 positive cases and one each
of DRB1⁄01:01, ⁄11:01 or ⁄13:02 were not assigned.
At DQB1, Legacy typing was discordant for 238 allele assignments (Table 1), of which 28 (0.6%) involved exon 2 polymorphism.
Legacy assignments for DQB1⁄06 alleles were most frequently
discordant with 9 of DQB1⁄06:04 found to be DQB1⁄06:09 by
NGS, 4 of DQB1⁄06:02 typed by NGS as DQB1⁄06:10 (n = 2) or
DQB1⁄06:11 (n = 2), and 2 of legacy DQB1⁄06XX identiﬁed by
NGS as DQB1⁄06:17. Another 12 discordant alleles involved Legacy
typing of DQB1⁄03 alleles, with miscalls for DQB1⁄03:04 (n = 5)
most frequent. One case involved a novel DQB1⁄02 sequence with
exon 2 polymorphism identiﬁed by NGS. The 210 discordant alleles
with exon 3 polymorphism included 22 of DQB1⁄03:19 (NGS)
versus DQB1⁄03:01 (legacy) and 183 examples of DQB1⁄02:01 in
legacy versus DQB1⁄02:02 by NGS. The other 5 cases involved
3 previously unknown exon 3 sequences detected by NGS:
DQB1⁄03:01new (n = 2), DQB1⁄04:02new (n = 2) and DQB1⁄05:
01new (n = 1).
NGS typing at DQB1 was discordant for 26 (0.5%) allele assignments (Table 2). Low sequence reads in 7 specimens resulted in 4
of DQB1⁄02:02 reported as DQB1⁄02:01 and 3 cases with one concordant allele, but a second speciﬁcity was not assigned. Script
‘‘rule set’’ errors caused 4 cases of false homozygosity when
DQB1⁄05:04 was not assigned in heterozygous specimens. NGS
allele calling script errors resulted in 2 cases of DQB1⁄06:02,
06:04 reported by NGS as DQB1⁄06:04, 06:39 and false positive
allele calls in 13 homozygous specimens with DQB1⁄06:02, 06:02
reported as DQB1⁄06:02, 06:47 (n = 11) and DQB1⁄06:03, 06:03
reported as DQB1⁄06:03, 06:44 (n = 2).
At DQA1, common DRB1–DQA1–DQB1 associations suggested
false homozygosity in four specimens with low sequence reads.
In three cases, DQA1⁄05:05 was not identiﬁed in the presence of
DQA1⁄05:01 and in one DQA1⁄01:02 was not detected in the
presence of DQA1⁄01:01.
At DPA1 and DPB1, accuracy of NGS data was assessed by
review of DP matching among 475 sibling pairs allele matched
for HLA-A/B/C/DRB1/DQA1/DQB1 and with NGS DP results available for both recipient and donor. DP mismatched pairs were
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ﬂagged for review of the NGS raw sequencing data, but no results
were changed. 460 (97%) pairs were reported as DPB1 allele
matched and DPB1 matched pairs were also DPA1 matched. 14 of
15 pairs were mismatched for one DPB1 allele and one was
mismatched for both DPB1 alleles suggesting 16 DQB1–DPB1
recombination events among the 1900 patient/donor haplotypes
giving an inferred recombination rate of P0.008.
All together, NGS typing identiﬁed 166 HLA class II genotypes
(Fig. 2). DRB1 was most polymorphic with 56 alleles, followed by
38 of DPB1 alleles, 29 of DQB1, 15 of DQA1, 12 of DPA1, 7 of
DRB3, 5 of DRB4 and 4 of DRB5 alleles. These included 9 new allele
sequences detected at DRB3 (n = 2), DRB4 (n = 1), DQB1 (n = 4) and
DPB1 (n = 2), each of which appears to be the result of a single
nucleotide polymorphism in a previously known allele. Supplementary Table S2 provides a full listing of the 166 genotypes
identiﬁed by NGS and Supplementary Table S3 includes descriptions of the new allele sequences.
At DRB1, the DRB1⁄04 and DRB1⁄14 allele families were most
polymorphic with ten and eight alleles, respectively. NGS identiﬁed six alleles each of DRB1⁄08, DRB1⁄11, DRB1⁄13 and DRB1⁄15,
four of DRB1⁄01, three of DRB1⁄03, two alleles each of DRB1⁄12
and DRB1⁄16 and one each of DRB1⁄07, DRB1⁄09 and DRB1⁄10.
NGS genotyping achieved single allele resolution for 49 of the 56
DRB1 (88%) alleles, with only two genotypes differing at the 4 digit
level: DRB1⁄04:07/⁄04:92 with polymorphism in exon 4 and
DRB1⁄12:01/⁄12:10 which differ in the DRB1 signal peptide. Five
other DRB1 allele sets, DRB1⁄03:01à, 07:01à, ⁄08:01à, ⁄15:01à and
⁄
15:03G, exhibit silent substitutions outside of exons 2 and 3.
Sixteen alleles were identiﬁed at the HLA-DRB3 (n = 7), -DRB4
(n = 5) and -DRB5 (n = 4) loci, including 3 novel sequences:
DRB3⁄01new, DRB3⁄02new, and DRB4⁄01new. Three genotypes
were not resolved to the allele level: DRB3⁄01:01à and
DRB3⁄02:02à carried silent substitutions outside exons 2 and 3;
and DRB4⁄01:03̂ included DRB4⁄01:03:01:02N. At DRB5, preliminary NG analysis of a related donor/recipient pair was ambiguous
for DRB5⁄01:02/⁄01:08N. Examination of the raw NGS data
revealed the exon 3 deletion characteristic of DRB5⁄01:08N.
The twenty-nine DQB1 alleles included nine each of DQB1⁄03
and DQB1⁄06, ﬁve of DQB1⁄05, and three each of DQB1⁄02 and
DQB1⁄04. Four novel DQB1 sequences were identiﬁed: DQB1⁄02new, DQB1⁄05new, DQB1⁄03new, and DQB1⁄04new. Subsequent
to this study, the same DQB1⁄02 sequence, submitted to IMGT by
another laboratory, was named DQB1⁄02:14 in March 2013
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/imgt/hla/) and recent Sanger sequencing conﬁrmed our example of DQB1⁄02:14. In Supplementary

Table 2
NGS DRB1 and DQB1 discordant data.
DRB1 NGS
⁄

14:08
07:01
⁄
01:01
⁄
11:01
⁄
13:02
⁄

not
not
not
not
not

Subtotal

assigned
assigned^
assigned^
assigned^
assigned^

N

DQB1 NGS

Nà

1
17
1
1
1

⁄

4
1
1
1
4
11
2
2

21 (0.4%)

Subtotal

05:04
03:03
⁄
06:02
⁄
06:03
⁄
02:02
⁄
06:02
⁄
06:03
⁄
06:02
⁄

not assigned
not assigned^
not assigned^
not assigned^
reported as ⁄02:01^
reported as 06:47à
reported 06:44à
reported as ⁄06:39à

26 (0.5%)

1

N , Number of discordant DRB1 alleles among a total of 5046 DRB1 assignments.
N2, Number of discordant DQB1 alleles among a total of 4886 DQB1 assignments.
NGS software rule set errors (DRB1 = 1; DQB1 = 4).
à
NGS software allele calling script errors (DRB1 = 0; DQB1 = 15).
^
NGS low sequence read errors (DRB1 = 20; DQB1 = 7).

Fig. 2. 166 HLA class II alleles identiﬁed by NGS. Total: the total number of
genotypes at each locus. DRB1 = 56, DRB3 = 7, DRB4 = 5, DRB5 = 4, DQB1 = 29,
DQA1 = 15, DPB1 = 38, DPA1 = 12. New: previously unknown sequences found by
NGS. DRB3 = 2, DRB4 = 1, DQB1 = 4, DPB1 = 2.
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material, Table S4 and Fig. S1 show the NGS analysis data of the
specimen with DQB1⁄05new and Fig. S2 shows recent Sanger
sequencing of the same specimen. Interestingly, the N494 G to A
polymorphism is also found in DQB1⁄05:14, ⁄06:38, and ⁄06:108.
NGS achieved single allele resolution for 25 of the 29 DQB1 alleles
(86%) and no genotypes differed at the 4 digit level, although
DQB1⁄03:01à, ⁄03:03à, ⁄05:01à, and ⁄05:03à have silent substitutions outside of exons 2 and 3.
Next generation sequencing at DQA1 identiﬁed 15 genotypes,
including ﬁve of DQA1⁄01, three each of DQA1⁄04 and ⁄05, two
of DQA1⁄03 and one each of DQA1⁄02 and ⁄06. Four allele groups
had silent substitutions outside exons 2 and 3: DQA1⁄01:02:01à,
⁄
01:02:02à, ⁄01:03à, and ⁄05:01à. Four genotypes were not resolved
to the four digit level due to polymorphism in exon 1 and/or exon
4: DQA1⁄01:01/01:04:01/01:05; DQA1⁄03:02/03:03:01; DQA1⁄05:
03/05:07; and DQA1⁄05:05/05:09/05:11. Low NGS reads for exon
3 sequences resulted in 184 DQA1 genotypes that were reported
as allele groups with polymorphism outside of exon 2.
At HLA-DP, 12 DPA1 alleles and 38 DPB1 alleles were identiﬁed,
including two novel DPB1 sequences identiﬁed in single unrelated
individuals: DPB1⁄02new and DPB1⁄04new.

4. Discussion
A novel and very powerful feature of NGS HLA genotyping is
the ability to produce fully phased HLA sequences in a single
pass, thus eliminating heterozygote phase ambiguity and simplifying data analysis. The multiplex capability, through incorporation of sample speciﬁc markers, provides simultaneous
sequencing and parallel processing of multiple gene transcripts
from many individuals, allowing HLA-class II genotyping to
include not only DRB1 and DQB1, but also DQA1, DRB3, DRB4,
DRB5, DPA1 and DPB1, as well as regions outside the exon 2
encoded ARS. The increased capacity is achieved with little or
no increase in reagent cost, input DNA or time required for
machine operation and data analysis, providing single allele
resolution in the majority of individuals.
The ﬁrst well-established NGS protocol, using the 454 platform
(Roche Molecular Systems, Pleasanton, CA) was reported in 2009
[15]. Recent improvements in the 454 sequencing workﬂow and
software have simpliﬁed bench procedures and data analysis
[16]. Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA) has introduced a novel NGS
HLA system using Ion Torrent technology. Approaches to achieve
complete genomic sequencing of HLA, including exon and intron
sequences extending 2–4 kb, have also been described [17,18]. In
these, amplicons from long-range PCR of multiple exons are
sheared in a shotgun sequencing approach with computational
phasing and assembly of the complete genomic sequences allowing 8-digit allele identiﬁcation. An NGS approach targeting exons
2 and 3 of HLA-A, B, C, DRB1, DQB1 and DPB1, together with
microﬂuidic chip technology to facilitate routine high volume
throughput, has been reported [19]. The NGS HLA typing system
(Scisco Genetics, Inc., Seattle, WA) evaluated in our study uses
the MiSeq platform (Illumina, San Diego, CA) for sequencing of
locus speciﬁc PCR amplicons. Novel software was provided to
extract the HLA genotypes of individual samples from the multiplexed raw NGS data of exons 2 and 3 for DRB1, DRB3, DRB4,
DRB5, DQA1, and DQB1 and exon 2 for DPA1 and DPB1.
The existing legacy HLA data used for comparative analysis in
this study employed a succession of molecular methods for analysis of the exon 2 polymorphism exhibited by DRB1 and DQB1
alleles. In the legacy versus NGS comparison, the few legacy miscalls (0.1% of DRB1 and 0.6% of DQB1 allele assignments) involving
antigen recognition site polymorphism is reassuring documentation of the overall accuracy (>99.5%) of the historic clinical typing

for our HCT cohort. A few miscalls may have been the result of false
positive or false negative probe reactions in analyses performed in
the early 1990’s. However, the majority of the legacy miscalls were
likely due to early SSOP assays designed to discriminate the alleles
known at the time of the typing. For example, DRB1⁄03:15 and
DRB1⁄11:39, reported to IMGT in 1999 and 2000, respectively,
were not known when early SSOP assigned DRB1⁄03:01 and
DRB1⁄11:01. In addition, comments in the original clinical reports
for DRB1⁄15:22, DRB1⁄15:27, and DQB1⁄06:17 indicated detection
of novel sequences. Among the 6 discordant DRB1 allele assignments, only DRB1⁄03:15 and DRB1⁄11:39 changed the DRB1 match
status from matched to mismatched. Among the 28 discordant
DQB1 allele assignments, 3 changed from matched to mismatched
and 3 changed from mismatched to matched status.
The Legacy discordant results involving exon 3 polymorphism
revealed speciﬁc associations previously published or reported to
IMGT-HLA. DQB1⁄02:01:01 and DQB1⁄02:02 were primarily associated with DRB1⁄03:01 and DRB1⁄07:01, respectively [20] and
DQB1⁄03:19 was found with DRB1⁄11:02 [21]. The more frequent
DRB1⁄14:54:01 was found in association with DRB3⁄02:02, while
the less frequent DRB1⁄14:01:01 associated with DRB3⁄02:24
[22–24]. While analysis of exons outside the ARS may not be
critical for HCT matching, the higher level of resolution improves
the quality of the reported typing by reducing ambiguity in HLA
allele assignments.
In addition, it is remarkable that 460 of 475 patient-sibling
pairs, with NGS results available for both individuals, were found
to be identical for their DPB1 alleles. The inferred DQB1–DPB1
recombination rate of 0.008 (0.8%) is virtually identical to the rate
previously reported [25].
The NGS detection of the exon 3 deletion of DRB5⁄01:08N indicates that this technology should detect other known or novel
deletions or insertions that often generate in an HLA allele not
expressed on the cell surface. Although DRB4⁄01:03:01:02N was
not discriminated in this study, recent adjustments in the analysis
software allow detection of the intron 1, splice site polymorphism
of this common DRB4 null allele. Although this HCT cohort was
predominantly Caucasian, many of the DRB1 alleles identiﬁed by
NGS are frequent in minority populations [26], suggesting that
the next generation sequencing reagents and software used in this
study will provide accurate HLA genotyping in diverse human
populations.
The discordant NGS allele assignments (0.4% at DRB1 and 0.5%
at DQB1) were attributable to low read sequence data or software
problems, including allele calling script errors and allele ‘‘rule set’’
errors. Low reads were largely the result of insufﬁcient archived
DNA available for initial PCR. While this study used approximately
120 ng of DNA per ampliﬁcation, the NGS system described here
has successfully used as little as 5 ng per PCR, as well as DNA from
cheek swabs, blood spots and phi29 ampliﬁcation. Deﬁned limits of
acceptable sequence read numbers, critical for genotyping
accuracy, can be monitored and outlier data ﬂagged with the
NGS analysis software. Script errors involved incorrect reporting
of a secondary allele when generating output for reporting, but
after data processing. The rule set is the panel of known alleles
used to type the data. In this analysis, DRB1⁄14:08 and DQB1⁄05:04
were inadvertently left out of the rule set and assigned in error as
novel sequences, but then not reported in the processed data.
Feedback from this study facilitated improvements in the NGS
HLA analysis software.
The value of sequence-based high resolution genotyping in the
selection of unrelated HCT donors matched for HLA-A, B, C and
DRB1 has been well established [1–5]. Other studies have also
demonstrated the impact of disparity for HLA-DP, DQ and DRB3/
4/5 [27–29] and, recently, shown that mismatching for certain
key peptide-binding residues in class I HLA-A, B and C molecules
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was associated with increased risk of acute and chronic GVHD and
death [30]. Umbilical cord blood has become an important option
for HCT partly because of less stringent requirements for HLA
matching. [31]. However, a recent publication has shown that
higher levels of HLA matching improve survival after umbilical
cord blood HCT [32]. These insights into HLA class I and class II
mediated allorecognition underscore the value of both the breadth
and the depth of data provided by NGS HLA genotyping for the
efﬁcient and precise assessment of genetic variation that impacts
HCT outcome.
In summary, the NGS typing of this study cohort provided the
opportunity to verify the historic legacy DRB1 and DQB1 allele
assignments and correct the HLA genotypes for the few specimens
with historic allele miscalls. The greater than 99% accuracy of NGS
for DRB1 and DQB1 allele assignments, concordance of NGS data
among blinded specimens of related donor/recipient pairs, and
the identiﬁcation of novel sequences demonstrate the robust
reliability of the NGS-based HLA typing reagents and analysis
software employed in this study. It is important to note that the
in-phase sequencing, inherent in the next generation technology,
provides unambiguous results in a single pass for the HLA class II
alleles with polymorphism in exons 2 and 3. Thus, NGS eliminates
the complex, time-consuming and expensive extended testing
often required by current Sanger sequencing in heterozygous
individuals. In addition, the simultaneous sequencing of multiple
HLA genes is more cost effective and efﬁcient than current technologies that require independent analysis of each locus. Although
this study was limited to HLA class II, the NGS technology applied
here has been extended to HLA-class I exons 2, 3, and 4, allowing
simultaneous, in-phase analysis of HLA-A, B, C, DRB1, DRB3/4/5,
DQB1, DQA1, DPB1 and DPA1 loci.
The extraordinary polymorphism of HLA genes has compelled
development of increasingly accurate, sensitive and efﬁcient
genotyping methods. Next generation sequencing technology
places HLA typing laboratories at the cusp of yet another transformational change that promises to eliminate current confounding
phase ambiguities and provide simultaneous analysis of numerous
specimens across multiple HLA loci in a single pass of testing with
little increase in expenditures. The growing array of NGS HLA
typing systems reported in use or under evaluation suggests that
several different NGS technologies may become available for
routine HLA typing. Each system reported to date is unique in
the number of HLA loci analyzed, the ampliﬁcation and sequencing
schemes, and the equipment and software utilized. While current
NGS systems are geared primarily toward high throughput
laboratories, further innovation should provide applications
suitable for all situations and availability of a diversity of systems
ensures that both clinical and research laboratories can chose the
best system for their particular needs.
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